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Abstract: Ubiquitous Information Systems (UIS) support single actors and groups by
services over ubiquitous computing technologies anywhere and anytime. These sys-
tems require design approaches that keep a holistic view of situations in which single
users and groups interact with one another and with accessible services. We introduce
and exemplify the Situational Design Methodology for Information Systems (SiDIS)
that uses three types of Conceptual Models (CMs) and corresponding translation pro-
cedures. This contribution focus on the specification and translation of the CMs as
well as their processing by the resulting UIS.

1 Introduction

Design teams for Information Systems (IS) are heterogeneous; they consist of members

from different fields such as domain experts, various users, and IT architects. Ideas and

expertise of these members have to be brought together for building a homogeneous un-

derstanding of an IS. Although, means for communication and explication are required for

building these common understandings on various levels. Whereas non-technical mem-

bers intend to build an IS that supports for instance their social needs; technical members

focus on engineering aspects of the technical realization of the system. Such shared un-

derstandings of design teams can be described by various conceptual models (CM) that

are used during design phases of IS development [WMPW95].

The focus of conceptual modeling lies in the identification of important concepts and

relations [MMG02, WMPW95] that are semantically described by shared vocabularies

[MS95]. These vocabularies are either implicitly defined as part of understanding in a

community or explicitly defined in forms of machine-processable representations [Cha90].

The latter have the advantage that the logic of a CM can then be evaluated and matched

with other CMs which is an important aspect for re-use [PHS03]. CMs enable an ab-

straction from technical issues and focus on aspects of situations in which users and user

groups perform activities that are supported by information and communication services

[WMPW95]. A CM is represented by a conceptual modeling language (CML), such as

Entity-Relationship [Che76] models or the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [BRJ05].

From an IS development process perspective, CMs can be used during analysis, design,

and realization phases [WMPW95].

Within real-world situations, Ubiquitous Information Systems (UIS) support single actors
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